Reptilian Wars: Dream
by David Michael, info@glentivar.org
The Dream
In the early morning of the 3rd of June 2013, I had a dream where I found myself on a
great battle field. The field was a plain - almost a desert and could have been somewhere in
the Middle East. It was a warm day and the battle was fierce. I saw humans fighting dragons
and other draconian or reptilian creatures that looked half human and half beast. The main
armies were Reptilian in their looks with their generals having the looks of dragons.
As the battle continued, some of the humans who had fallen rose up from near death
and then took on certain characteristics of the dragon. The wounds inflicted by both sides
were very graphic with cuts deep into the chest where the entrails were clearly exposed.
Death for such wounds was eminent.
Humans Became Reptilians
As I watched, I noticed that some of the humans who had fallen would appeal to the
power of the Dragon to save them from death and heal them. I would then see massive
motile wounds begin to heal before my eyes with their guts being sucked back into the body
and then chests close and heal within minutes.
The human then stood up ready for battle but there was a change that occurred to the
human after this healing by the Dragons. These humans who had appealed to the Dragons
for healing began to mutate into the likeness of a dragon with horns, great teeth, scales, and
claws appearing.
Then I heard the voice of what I what I thought was an angel cry out and say, “All who
seek the power to heal from the Dragon are no longer man but have given their souls to the
Dragon from which there is no return.”
I then saw the once human knights who had fallen and given themselves to the healing
power of the Dragons become a human/dragon mutation (reptilian) and now rise to fight for
the cause of the great Dragon who is Satan. They then turned on their once brothers and
other humans. Just minutes ago, they were friends and comrades in arms and now they were
enemies and would seek to kill the humans without mercy.
Brothers Against Brothers
Brothers would fight against brothers with one now taking the form of a dragon hybrid
and fully committed to battle to the death by the sword. In one scene I saw myself fighting
with full armor and the sword against my own brother. He as a human had been mortally
wounded and then called upon the Dragon to spare his life and heal him. This request was
granted and now he was destined to face his own brother, me, in battle as a draconian knight.
He came after me singling me out from the other human knights and pursued me into a
pool of water where the battle engaged. I had no choice but to fight or die. I asked my self,
“Was this my brother or had he been completely taken over by the dark side and now had no
knowledge of what he was doing?” I was not sure what was the truth on this question. I tried
to avoid his advances but I could not.
Our father was also in the pool as he watched his two sons fight to the death. His pleas
for us to stop were not heard as the fight continued with swords slashing to get a solid contact
with the flesh of the other.
Finally I was able to inflict a mortal blow and my now Draconian brother stopped
fighting and began to die. As if for a moment, he regained his human senses and I could see

in his eyes he realized what he had done with great remorse. He seemed to understand
there was no way to get free from the Draconian hold on his soul except death.
You see... my brother had willingly taken the Mark of the Beast in his forehead in
requesting and receiving the healing power of the Dragon to save his life. In so doing, he
made Satan his lord and master and choose against YHWH. He then took the Mark of the
Beast in his hand in taking up the sword of murder against his own brother who fought for the
cause of Y'Shua and YHWH. The Mark of the Beast is a seal upon the soul from which there
can be no escape. My brother then closed his eyes as he lay upon the ground in a pool of
blood and the dream ended.
This dream was very unnerving in that is was close to home and involved the people I
love. I have come to accept that this dream is a warning of what is to come and how we as
Christian Knights must be faithful even to death to avoid being brought under the power of the
Dragon who is Satan. I love my brother Jonathan and pray he will be strong to the very end
and not give his soul to the Dragon to live.
I believe this is a real future event - perhaps a snapshot of a scene in the battle of
Armageddon when all creation will be engaged in battle on the earth. This means angels,
humans and aliens as these are counted in creation. Lord.... have mercy upon us your
people and warriors.

